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Block fit amazement

One of Jimmy's favorite toys as a toddler was a simple small bucket of blocks. There were three shapes: rectangular prism, triangular prism and cylinder. The bucket cover had three holes: a square, a triangle and a circle (the image on the right was the only one I could find on the Internet - so far-right in recent years it has gained a lot of fancier). For an adult,
it's a simple thing to properly sort shapes, placing them in the appropriate holes, but for a baby it's a real challenge. It took several months before Jim could put any of the blocks through the holes, despite numerous demonstrations by his parents. Perhaps parents have a special magic, which children simply can not do. But in the end - perhaps by chance -
Jimmy managed to get the cylinder through the round hole. Eureka! The puzzle has been solved. He put another cylinder through the hole and another. Aha! All you need to do is put objects through a round hole. Others are decoys. Next, he tried to put a rectangular prism through a round hole. To his surprise, it did not work, even when he applied so much
force that his small body shook out of effort. How about the prism of the triangle? It didn't work either. He confirmed that in fact the rest of the cylinders fit through the hole. Apparently triangular and rectangular cuts demanded a different strategy. The smile of realization crossed his face. Confidently Jimmy tested his new solution. He removed the lid into the
bucket and put all the triangles and rectangular blocks in a bucket one by one. Then he changed the lid and looked at his parents for approval. He finally solved the puzzle, didn't he? It would be a few weeks before Jimmy was able to properly sort all the blocks. Even after he solved the puzzle once and for all, he still played with him for some time after, as if
confirming that the geometry rules he had carefully sorted out did not change. Perhaps not surprisingly, it was only in 2007 that a systematic study of this simple problem was carried out. Helena Ãrnkloo and Claes von Hofsten introduced 69 babies aged 14 to 26 months with a similar problem, closely monitoring their attempts to solve it. Instead of the three
forms they used seven, each gradually more difficult: Their box was designed to fit only one shape at a time. Young children were given one block, along with a box and lid with a hole shape to match the block, and encouraged to insert it. First the block was vertically oriented, so the whole child had to do it, it would pick it up without redirecting it and put it in
the hole. Here are the results: people aged 14 months were able to handle balloons with only any regularity, and people aged 18 months did not improve much. But somewhere between 18 and 22 months, almost all children showed huge improvement. for up to 26 months, almost all forms have been solved quite easily. But it was a pretty simple problem.
The following blocks lain on the sides, so that some manipulation is needed to fit them into the box. Now 14 months of age has made it worse, and there hasn't been much improvement at all 18 months. Again there was a big jump of accuracy in 22 months, except for the triangle block with uneven sides. Even 26-month-olds couldn't fit this one through the
hole. On the uneven sides of the block became especially complicated, because it meant that it would go through the hole only in one direction. Most children just didn't get this concept, and just gave up after trying several times to start the first end they tried through the hole. Ãrnkloo and von Hofsten took an even closer look at how young children
manipulated blocks, and noticed some very interesting patterns: Children rarely solved the problem of putting a block in the hole and moving it around. Instead, they manipulated their hands before reaching the hole. People aged 18 months pre-manipulated some blocks, not others, as if in some cases they recognized that manipulation was necessary, and in
others - simply did not get it. If the block was not adjusted properly, children of all ages rarely recovered from the bug. They seemed to get it right away or not. Older children were more tenacious, but perseverance rarely paid off Ãrnkloo and von Hofsten says that all this shows that young children solve the problem through mental rotation rather than
physically manipulate objects. Interestingly, the results did not find any gender difference. So while there is some evidence that older boys may be better mental rotators than girls, it didn't occur at this age. Thus, this study finds no evidence that any difference in mental rotation abilities between boys and girls is due to a genetic or hormonal difference. Helena
Ãrnkloo, Claes von Hofsten (2007). Installation of objects into holes: Development of spatial cognitive skills. Developmental Psychology, 43 (2), 404-416 DOI: 10.1037/0012-1649.43.2.404 Jim was an early, confident walker. Greta likes to say she didn't learn to walk, went straight to the run. By the time he was about 16 months old, he could already surpass
his already pregnant mother. Nora, on the other hand, was a late, tentative walker. She took the first steps around... When Nora was born, Jim was only 19 months old, and still unable to communicate except for the basic words (ba-ba, da-da, na-na). But we can say right away that while he liked his new sister, he was a little jealous when our attention was
focused on her needs, not his as they... When Jim was about 13 months old, I happened to be enrolled in a graduate-level developmental psychology class. Our big term paper assignment involved observing two children at different stages of development. I decided it would be cool to do a longitudinal study of Jim's language development... When Jimmy was
about 18 months old, Greta and I were both in high school. I attended classes at night and Greta and worked in the laboratory during the day. In the late afternoon, I'd go to town with Jimmy in the car seat, and we'd change - she'd go home and I'd go to class,... Remember when the blocks were one of two things: a simple wooden square with ABCs painted in
primary color or jumbo cardboard rectangles you'd usually find in preschool classrooms? Well, if you didn't know, these classic toys have transformed over the years. No, the toy industry doesn't get rid of your child for the same simple pleasures you once experienced as a child (translation: you can still buy wooden blocks if that's what you're into), but
obviously magnetic block sets are a thing, and we're sure every kid needs to test them before they get through that must-stack-all-the-things stage. Related Story Best Teapot &amp; Tea Infuser sets up pouring Perfect Cup Think of magnetic block sets as a happy medium between technology without toys and tablets for your tot's constant grabs: You may
know magnetic force is an act of science, but your little one will be fear-stricken by all this magic. Let's take it: Electronics take over the world, but they don't need to take over your game room, and the best sets of magnetic blocks will surely keep the little ones entertaining, amazed and completely immersed in creative gaming sans phones and other
technological devices. Our mission to SheKnows is to empower and inspire women, and we only feature products we think you will enjoy as much as we do. Please note that if you buy something by clicking on the link in this story, we can get a small commission for the sale. These blocks know that your little creative can not resist bright colors and forms of
construction, so a set of magnetic blocks of the brand appeared. With 100 super colorful, 3D geometric shapes to build, the architectural design options are pretty much endless. From tall towers, ramps to their racing cars and life-size castles young children can crawl into, that is, set for little ones who love practical projects. PicassoTiles 100 Piece Set Magnet
Building Tiles $49.99 on Amazon.com Buy now You can thank this toy for your child's new obsession – after all, it's the brand that introduced magnetic block sets to the market. It features a diverse collection of 32 transparent, colorful squares and triangles of all sizes. In addition to the child's creative side, tonys act as an educational tool, as well as adapting
the concepts of mathematics, science, spatial and tactile skills into their own game. Magna-Tiles Original Magnetic Building Tiles $48.99 on Amazon.com Buy Now Toddlers Love Building (or, you know, banging) blocks just as much as another child. Young children also like to put toys in the mouth. Fortunately, these magnetic blocks are made of top quality
ABS material (aka they are incredibly strong, so your little one can roughly keep everything you want without giving up on love), and comply with all necessary safety standards. The kit contains a total of 60 geometric parts, all of which have smooth edges to ensure the child's additional safety. Watch the surprise as your little one brings your imagination to
life through 3D creations of castles, animals, homes and anything else they imagine. Where fun meets the functional, there is this block set. Each piece was created to provide an educational opportunity: practical experience in instill STEM concepts and a book of ideas teach children how to follow instructions and create specific patterns, although it is
strongly encouraged that builders create masterpieces of their own design. DreambuilderToy Magnetic Tiles $32.99 Amazon.com Buy Now If you have a future builder on hand, they will love this 100-piece set that will make them building dreams. This STEM game is perfect for all ages to engage in your brain and motor skills. This set of magnetic blocks will
teach children that they are limited to what the mind can imagine, so everything is possible. Made of strong magnets, these pieces will stay together so that they can admire their work. It also comes with a book of ideas that will help get their tools rotated. Picture: Amazon. Image: Amazon Playmags $49.99 Amazon.com Buy Now Your Kid Has the Freedom
to Create Almost Anything From Magnets to This Cool Kit. Recommended for children from the age of three or under 12 years old, this kit not only inspires their imagination, but also helps to solve problems and motor skills. Children get 44 small squares, four large windows, four large squares, 24 small triangles, 16 medium triangles, 10-story triangles, two
car bases and two arches. Picture: Amazon. Amazon. cozy Kids Magnet building tiles for $54.99 Amazon.com buy now in this kit, you will get 25 squares and 25 triangles. The kit introduces your child to the concept of two forms. They can click the pieces together in any way they choose to create all different kinds of structures. These magnets are durable
and will not break or lose magnetic force after several uses. Your child can play with these for years to come. You can choose from a set of 50 parts or a set of 24 parts. Picture: Amazon. Amazon. Discovery Kids 50-Piece Magnetic Building Tiles... $44.99 Amazon.com Buy Now
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